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Abstract: Su Dongpo is recognized as the most outstanding master of literary and artistic attainments, and one of the representative figures of the elegant culture. After he was banished to Huangzhou's period, he joined the Buddhist monastic, his outlook on life and principle of life has changed dramatically. Henceforth, he used poetry, words, odes, letters, paintings and the elegant culture to chase away his gloom in the heart and get rid of the predicament of life, which had reached the realm of enjoying nature's endless treasure "travel with the creator", which is from a poet of the Tang Dynasty, Liu Zongyuan's poetry "The First Visit To Western Hills Notes", which opened the journey of elegant living in his life. This article discusses his elegance and regimen from the two dimensions of Su Dongpo's calligraphy, paintings, and poetry, words, odes, letters during the huangzhou's period. Those are not only a positive meaning to carry forward Chinese culture and build a complete system of the Su's literature, but also a benefit to shape the people's literary, enhance the spirit of the times, and lead people to a healthy life.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The elegant culture is in the process of labor and human activities, with "elegant, classical, quiet, gentle" featured culture. In the history of art and literature in China, Su Dongpo is the most outstanding recognized literary and artistic attainments of everyone and elegant culture is one of the representatives. His poems, fresh and bold, quiet and reserved. He and Huang Tingjian were called as "Su Huang", and Lu You was called "Su Lu". His words, break through the traditional fetter, the reform of the late Tang Dynasty and Five Dynasties "graceful style, create a bold faction, he and Xin Qiji was called"Su Xin". His prose, freely, boldly and unrestrained, and great momentum, such as sea waves, he and Han Yu was called "Han tide Su sea"; equal emphasis on literary and Taoism, show the attitude, grand and magnificent, and Ou Yangxiu was called "Su Ou". His handwriting is simple and powerful, majestic and grand, "Reveal feelings without restraint ", and Huang, Mi, Cai were called "Four masters of Song Dynasty", his representative works 《poetry for Huangzhou》 was Known as the "third cursive script of the world ". His paintings, rich temperament, elegant taste, created a style of Huzhou painting, he and Wen Tong were called "Wen Su". However, our understanding of Su Dongpo, mostly concentrated in the aspect of his elegant culture, about he in Huang Zhou to put his heart in leisure, with elegant culture to health, know little. Explore the journey of Su Dongpo in Huangzhou period, to understand the causes of elegant culture, we can understand significant his health thought of elegant.

2. THE REASON OF SU DONGPO'S ELEGANT CULTURE IN HUANGZHOU PERIOD

Yuanfeng two years (1079), Su Dongpo "text slander monarch" charges, was banished to WuTai, in jail for 103 days, during which several times almost beheaded. Thanks to the song country, set the policy not to kill the literati, Su Dongpo was lucky to escape the catastrophe. After his release, Su Dongpo was demoted by Huangzhou, reduced to eight items from the Huangzhou militia Fushi. After this incident, suffered a serious political blow, Su Dongpo was like "The frightened bird", for the first time felt the" lonely sandbar cold "[2], entered into the first inflection point of life.
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Yuanfeng three years (1080) the beginning of the February, Su Dongpo demoted to Huangzhou still suffering from the shock, he "closed door, reflect old mistakes" [3]. In a period of time, he "abandoned pen ink stone" [3], "no longer wrote poetry and words as before" [4], afraid of the past," exploited by people with bad heart" [4], to give birth to a lot of trouble. Demoted to live in Huangzhou early, he was always alone, "self reflection" [5], thought his terrible scene nowadays, because the past like "talking about interest, and talk about gain and loss" [5]. So, he "has nothing to go out "[3], thinking about the future of life to meditation. He thought political views that was not keeping pace with the times "[6], has not been to court" new ", today in the hall, no longer have a place to live in, the political future is uncertain, he wash heart change"

Early is the heart of the world, an official is small but concerned the people "[7], devoid of feeling, face the sad reality. Yuanfeng three years (1080) in the second months, He wrote to the Qin Guan:"I'm gradually aging that can not like a teenager, now with the "Taoist method of self health". During the period of exile had no things, learn about one or two. I had borrowed three Taoist temples from Tian Qin of local state. In winter, just enter the room, forty-nine days before coming out. ……Once filled this period, it has been established "[8]. Su Dongpo "self-learning"[8] in Tian Qin of Huang Zhou, not only for health considerations, but also to "fundamental" ideology and the establishment of a new attitude and life style. In addition, he every one or two days, "morning to night back" [9]to Huangzhou Anguo temple incense meditation , to realize the true meaning of life, and soon after, gradually have been obtained, and the value of life, made a new interpretation. To Yuanfeng three years (1080) at the end of the year, he write to Li Duanshu and said:"You see me in the past, not the present. "[5]. Su Dongpo at this time, almost completely, can do " The matter has already returned to the heart"[8], no longer made the success and fame as the value of life choice. He used to try to make a start, and used the Buddha and devout to calm, detached heart resentment, restore the spirit vitality. Later, he also be upgraded to super open to indifferent, contented yourself, to dispel melancholy and free of worries. And Yuanfeng four years (1081), youth potential "detached from things" thought, in Su Dongpo heart, healthy growth, "the Yangtze River around the castle, the river fish taste delicious, lush bamboo shoots all over the mountains and plains was blowing people incense "of " optimistic "concept, quietly blooming, open-minded uninhibited feelings, came into being. To Yuanfeng five years (1082), his experience of life and death and learn the spirit of nutrition after baptism of new Su Dongpo, completely out of the predicament, the outlook on life, world outlook happened to turn the world upside down changes, elegant culture creation, reached a hitherto unknown peak. This year, he made in March 7th 《storm. Not to wear forest leaf sound》, in food festival wrote 《The poetry of Huangzhou Hanshi》, later wrote 《HuanSha river. at the foot of the mountain just grew out of bud soaked in water》, wrote 《Song of the Red Cliff》 on July 16th, then made 《stories at Chibi》, October 16th he made 《Post Chibi Fu》. Since then, Su Dongpo completely put down the heart block, with extraordinary empty clear , combined elegant culture and health closely, in the creation of Huangzhou resolve depressed, emotional catharsis to health of the poetry text, more than 740 articles.

3. SU DONGPO HUANGZHOU PERIOD OF HEALTH CARE

During the period of Huangzhou, although Su Dongpo has thought of Confucianism as the spiritual support, but the adjustment of boredom, cultivated his mind, still needs his love of elegant culture to vent and express. As he said himself: "a life without pleasure, only wrote essay. When wrote the heart to write twists and turns, it made me cheerful, I thought it is a pleasure and no more than it. "[10] From it, he opened his thought about Huangzhou period of health car.

3.1. The Elegant Health of Painting and Calligraphy

In terms of calligraphy , in ancient China cultural prosperity of the Song Dynasty, Su Dongpo led calligraphy a thousand years old, Create a tradition of "Jin take rhyme and Tang take method", [11] Pursue a new situation that individuality liberation "take the situation"of calligraphy . As "a leading figure in the art of calligraphy" of Su Dongpo, his calligraphy was not only show features of regardless of the merits and Vigorous and broad, but also revealed a longitudinal bold, flat and innocent nature of life. Su Dongpo in Huangzhou period created a peak of the work 《The poetry of Huangzhou Hanshi》, was full explanation of the rich connotation. In terms of painting, Su Dongpo stressed style charm, or not shape, advocated moral and expressed meaning, used meaning expressed feeling, express sincere heart charm. He criticized the old folk painting, first put forward the "literati
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painting”, advocate” the requirements and laws of art poetry and painting are the same, it is natural for fresh and natural”[12], he thought “if painting can only shape, which is similar to the child’s level of [12].”

Su Dongpo in Huangzhou also believes that painting is not only an art, but also a good health method, it was good for restoring the spirit and exercising body. As far as restoring the spirit concerned, Su Dongpo in Huangzhou advocate that calligraphy is reflection in which calligraphers of moral knowledge and moral cultivation in the book. Talking calligraphy should be "talk about their life as the same time”[13], emphasizes the value of calligraphy, calligraphy works depends on the inherent charm and style. This kind of charm and style, have a greater role to restore the spirit. (Song)Zeng Minxing in 《alone awake magazine. third volumes》 recorded a story, from one side illustrates this problem. One day Su Dongpo said to Huang Tingjian, “your handwriting is too thin, like the trees a few snakes.” Huang Tingjian said: your words are fat and flat, "like a stone pressure toad."Then, they were laughed. In painting, Su Dongpo was good at painting dead wood, clubs, bamboo and stone. Living in exile in Huangzhou, he used his pen to write out the interwoven in the hearts of the frustration of the gas, in order to drainage in dish and ease the sorrow. As the surviving paintings 《The drawing of dead wood and rocks》, "the branches like Qulong same winding, no beginning and end "[14], "like his heart's melancholy"[14], that seemed to struggle stretching of the tree, showing aloof weird gas, just as Su Dongpo stand out and independent character, enjoy the release of mind. It is in the period of Huangzhou physical exercise, Su Dongpo believes that "write often to practice "[15], to standstill, the force through the paper;painting to "draw the spirit"[15], "like nature itself"[16], the only way to "the full of charm" [15], reached the results that"the heart, eyes and hands all arrive"[13]. Su Dongpo in Huangzhou that the brush on the paper to do all kinds of painting and calligraphy movement, although very soothing, but temper body effect is very obvious, is a good recipe for health.

3.2. The Poetry and Essay of Health Care

The Huangzhou times, Su Dongpo "the creation of poetry and essay more than and 740 " [17], which 《before and after the Chibi Fu》 represented by Fu, in 《stories at Chibi》 as the representative of the word, with 《Dongpo eight》 as the representative of the poem, and in 《Edward Temple Moon Over the West River. are in Huangzhou》 night drunk lying on the bridge:”The moonlight shone on the glittering surface of the river, there are clouds in the sky. A few silk light white horse is now bearing high spirited, but I am drinker, wait in the river to unsaddle, just want to fall in this grass in sleep. This stream of life so cute, horse, don't tread the pieces of the moon in the water. I unsaddle pillows, lying asleep in the green Yangqiao, hear the cuckoo, the day is clear " .[18] Again, he said in 《A letter to answer Li Duanshu》 :"wearing sandals boating on the river, always focussed on the landscape, along with the fisherman and woodman all day, often because the drink was scolded, so gradually no contacts with outsiders”. In the face of what the world considers unpleasant, Su Dongpo in Huangzhou, not only do not worry and angry, but "amuse himself”. It can be seen that optimistic was Su Dongpo from the Buddhist going, the Taoist because natural, learned a bad deal the wisdom of
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life. The two is rich in life. Huangzhou period, Su Dongpo often in very ordinary things, by poetry text game, laugh at life, adjust mood, boosting interest in life. For example, in Huangzhou, Su Dongpo "eat very crisp oil nut " [19], ask the seller: "what was the name", seller said: "this nameless". Dongpo said, it is called "Why crisp". Again, Huangzhou Pan family sell wine, Dongpo passed and tasted with seller, a little sour, smiled and said: "this is wrong with the water", then to "wrong water" of the wine. There is a poem to prove the point that had to drink Pan "wrong water", now want to eat Liu "Why crisp". [3] Again, Su Dongpo in Huangzhou, visited friends Chen Zao, who liked to receive guests, and loved singer and dancer, his wife Liu fierce and jealousy. Every singer and dancer was present, Liu was hit the wall with a stick, Chen Zao more fear. Dongpo due to play poem, "Chen Jichang is really poor, he doesn't sleep about Buddhism, suddenly heard the hellcat roar, then scared heart empty, even on the crutches away". "Lioness's roar" was became famous. Therefore, Su Dongpo in Huangzhou, had mind open-minded and temperament aloof. This is the health evidence that the noble character of Su Dongpo in Huangzhou times, made the elegant culture rich life and relieve depression, to "strengthen health care practice ". [8]

4. CONCLUSION

"People Original have desires" [20], the natural desire that eye for color, ear for voice, nose for incense, tongue for taste, body for touch, meaning for law. The six kind of desire, will born "natural" [21] seven feelings of anger, happy, think, sad, fear, shock and anxiety. The seven emotions too much or less, will produce internal injuries of seven feeling, which is "anger injury liver, happy injury heart, thinking injury spleen, sad injury lung, and frightened injury kidney". So, must control the desire to adjust emotion, "desire is not extreme concern in the material above, do not have to let the material allocation of excessive compliance with desire ". [20]. From the health perspective, in the early the Northern Song period, Shao Yong in 《All illness》 said:"all in love, love light disease also light". Emotional changes and blood running between inside and outside, the germinal endless emotions. Too much or less, will kill people in the invisible, not to try, this is heaven sense. The wise man, does not condone his bad mood, not complaining and sad. Everything with a wide smile, of suffering, is the life the wise man.

Through the death of Su Dongpo of Huangzhou put down, there was no doubt that his spirit has been hit, inner emotions, at the first is bound to be a surge high and sweep forward rolling . However, he did not sink, but not be harmed by the "internal injuries of seven feeling". Because he knows that the bad mood is mire of misery, immersion is tantamount to willing to poison. So, Su Dongpo in Huangzhou, to release depressed and adjust temperament by writing books and painting, lyrics for Fu and writing poems and essay of elegant culture. Because he is clear, good health, life need art, leisurely, contented and humorous. Because of Su Dongpo in Huangzhou, with the wisdom of life, happy life concept, open-minded pleasure fuck rhyme, which makes him get rid of Ecuador, and gain the achievements of his life of elegant culture peak. The Su Dongpo of Huangzhou during the period of elegant thoughts, worthy of today's floating Society for reference. We study Su Dongpo health care in Huangzhou period, designed to draw people's attention to Su Dongpo's regimen, which is not only to promote Sinology, build a complete Soviet learning system has a positive significance, but also benefit to enhance people's literacy, enhance the spirit of the times, leading people's healthy lives.
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